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provided by dynamic tests, along with
the adaptability of well-oriented and
attentive customer contact.

Our tried and tested systems convince
constructors with well-structured offers
and analyses that respect demanding
schedules. Our analyses are conducted
by a technical department accustomed
to rising to a challenge, well-versed in
the ingredients for success: they are
rigorous but flexible, precise and fully
aware of the compromises demanded
by the client.

We can observe our attractiveness
through the projects we win: through our
technical dimensioning, our industrial
organization and our ability to deliver
effective and precise responses, Kalori
can affirm its position as an effective
alternative to the rest.

ur passion drives us to constantly
innovate to enrich our catalog
with components that enhance
user comfort.

Our priorities remain user comfort and
the benefit for the constructor.

Christian Micollet,
CEO

Vehicle constructors also benefit from
accurate
calculations,
guarantees
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Key figures for KALORI
France: in Pusignan, near Lyon
Trend for sales revenue
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7,300 m² currently, 8,500 m² by end of 2018!

Headcount

135 people
Administrative departments
Sales department - sales@kalori.com - sales.us@kalori.com
Sales admin department - orders@kalori.com
Design office
Test lab
Methods department
QA department
Prototyping and after-sales - tid@kalori.com

IT department
HVAC assembly
Thermoset production
Electrical harness production
Heating and AC hose production

China: Zhongshan, between Canton and Hong Kong
Trend for sales revenue

€4 M
€3 M
€2 M
€1 M
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Headcount

50 people

Administrative departments
Sales department - sales.cn@kalori.com
Plastic injection
HVAC assembly

2015

2016

2017

Zhongshan Kalori Air Conditioning Industry Ltd. is a
fully-owned subsidiary of KALORI. It covers 2,900 m².
Air diffusion grille production
Electrical harness production
Heating and AC hose production
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Expertise
in plastics
Simulate and
plan ahead to
ensure
perfect results
in mold
production
Improving mold production means higher quality!

A

t the Design office, Anthony Fierimonte
leads
the
plastic
component
development unit. He sees all the molds
produced by KALORI.
Since 2016, he has used a plastic injection
simulation software to support his
technical choices in mold design.
The software checks that molds are
correctly filled before being used and
can correct tool design to ensure they are
optimized. Using this software, production
lead times are shortened, the number of
adjustments lower and launch of serial
production more rapid.

“Since we started using our simulation tool,
the average number of adjustments has
dropped from four to two,” says Anthony.
“Our capacity at the Design office has
therefore increased and the progress in
quality of production is significant, with
more precise adjustments.”
This investment ensures that the producer
respects the schedule defined at the outset.

Complex parts

Appointments for 2018
at trade shows
• Intermat: PARIS, 23-28 April 2018 (stand 5 A G 018)
• RETTmobil: FULDA, 16-18 May 2018 (stand J1526)
• IAA: HANOVER, 20-27 September 2018
• EIMA: BOLOGNA, 7-11 November 2018
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KanBox
for HVAC
KALORI AC equipment can be controlled
by a CAN (Controller Area Network)
communication system. The KanBox can
communicate with “CAN open” and J1939”
type networks.
The KanBox enables vehicle constructors
to manage all controls associated with
heating or air conditioning operation. User
controls can be integrated in the vehicle
HMI, in which case the vehicle builder
makes a saving instead of installing a
separate control panel.

It can also be controlled by certain control
modules in the KALORI catalog, like the
brand new PCK3.
The KALORI KanBox can control the
HVAC, system, the compressor, condenser,
temperature sensors, pressurization, up to
4 actuators and certain other devices.

The upgrade towards CAN control is a
natural phenomenon amongst vehicle
builders. The investment is largely offset
by the savings made on the overall cost
of controls and this new technology also
enables further information management
(e.g. Diagnostics, connection status etc.).

The KanBox is surge-protected and
polarity-reversal protected, operating
from 9V up to 36V. It comes in an IP66
box featuring “minifit” connectors. It also
respects REACH (1907/2006) and RoHS
requirements (2011/65/EU).

Specifications
• 12V & 24V

• RoHS (2011/65/EU)

• CE 2014/30/UE

• CAN BUS Speed 250 Kbauds

• REACH (1907/2006)

• Compatible with “CAN OPEN” & “J1939”
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US stocks
USA vehicle constructors have
had local access to KALORI catalog
products since June 2017. A stock of
products and components for the US
and Canadian markets is available in
Chicago, for rapid deployment.
The stock of standard products makes
KALORI a hit with constructors
of heavy machinery and special
vehicles, ranging from the smallest
heating unit (3 kW) to the most
powerful HVAC system (up to 13 kW).
An extensive range of ventilation
grilles, air diffusion accessories and
full control panels round off the stock
available.
Our customary flexibility is evident:
Kalori responds to customer needs,
no matter how small.

Jennifer Rose, Sales Admin. Manager, is now detached to assume the additional workload in her
department with the change of ERP system.

A new ERP
For more precise control

T

he change of ERP planned since
2016 is now under way at KALORI
France and Zhongshan KALORI. The
switchover scheduled for 2019 will provide
more precise control of production.
The choice of provider stems from the
development of specifications with an
external consultant as part of an SME
performance plan funded by the regional
authority.
The current ERP was introduced in 2001
when KALORI first started out.

A good reason
for working
together!
With Kalori,
confirmed deadlines
are respected to

99%
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Alongside the quality system, this ERP
formed the real backbone of KALORI’s
development.
It had become necessary to upgrade it to
benefit from modules better suited to each
operation.
Our anticipation is full-on: Key managers
have been assigned to the project in each
department with a large portion of time
spent on it.

ISO 9001 and 14001
Kalori achieves 2015
version of certification
I

n 2015, the ISO 9001 standard underwent
considerable changes.

Prior to this, it was primarily centered
on the quality management system
concerning manufacture or production
(i.e. supplier relationships, personnel
involvement, improvement approaches
etc.).
Now, the business must reconcile its quality
system with the business environment
in which it operates: developments on
the market and through competitors,
customer expectations, new technologies,
regulations etc.).

ISO 9001:2015 explicitly integrates the
management of risks and opportunities
in the quality management system.
ISO 14001 was also updated.
Starting on 14 September 2018, the 2008
version certificates will no longer be valid.
Under the management of Pierre VINCENT,
Director of Industrial Operations and
Antonin QUARO, Quality manager, the
KALORI quality assurance department
is currently working to obtain the new
certifications so that KALORI can continue
to guarantee its quality policy.

KIT
management:
a KALORI
specialty

C

ertain vehicle constructors receive a
kit for each vehicle, containing all the
components required to install their
air conditioning or heating system.
In general this solution is well-suited to
small or medium-size production series, as
opposed to large-scale series where pallets
of components are directly delivered to the
assembly line.

Shift work 2 x 8 h
An upshift in
productivity
to meet higher
demand

S

For many years, KALORI has developed
this service, which extensively simplifies
the work of vehicle manufacturer supply
chain managers. One vehicle to equip
= one kit to order. When the parts list
contains several pages, the benefit is clear:
the risk of forgetting parts disappears or
more truthfully, transferred to KALORI!

The organization of the kit production
department achieves an excellent
reliability rate. The current quality rate
is 98%. The kit production process will
change again this year, to edge ever close
to the zero-defect objective.

Expansion of the Island 1
production zone
Island 1 is a production area located near to the component stock.
It is continuously supplied in multiples of 10 parts withdrawn from stock in
real time. Island 1 offers extensive modularity.
The addition of four new production lines enables us to plan ahead to manage higher order volumes.

ince 2017, production operates
on two 8-hour shifts.
This major change has enabled
KALORI to continue to cope with the
regular increase in constructor orders,
while occupying the same production
space.
The switch to 2 x 8-hour shifts was
also the opportunity to observe
the extraordinary dedication of all
operators to the company’s future
performance.
The transition takes place alongside
the new extension planned for 2018,
aiming to considerably increase
production capacity at KALORI.
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New products

HVAC FOR CRANES
Full electrical air conditions for tower crane cabs
This new standalone electrical unit serves to cool and heat a crane
cab. It is protected by a thermoset cover. It is currently available in
400-480 V AC and will soon be available at other voltages.

SPARE WHEEL
Power supply unit housed in the spare
wheel compartment (specific market)

DEVELOPMENT OF AN ADAPTER FLANGE
FOR AMBULANCE AND MINIBUS

EHVAC
EHVAC are adapted from KALORI Kombi
HVAC units for electrically-powered
vehicles. Recent developments reflect the
diversity of power storage systems used
by vehicle constructors.
EHVAC have therefore been adapted from
12 to 750 V DC and from 220 to 480 V AC.
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Together, Luc, Adrien, Marine and
Romain from the TID department have
accumulated many hours on prototyping
work on ambulances.
The greatest difficulty has been to
develop the adapter, which will
enable the additional evaporator to be
connected in parallel to the original
circuit.
This approach requires rigorous
measurements being made on the
vehicle, a lot of imagination and the
production of the initial sketches,
ending with the 3D design of connection
parts. The parts are then machined and
inspected by the same TID department
team. Now the production of adapters
can start.
This skill is the result of analyzing an
impressive array of different situations,
and also the obstacles they overcame.
The adapters are then produced in
accordance with KALORI specifications
(concerning materials, tolerances
expressed in hundredths of mm, etc.).

This know-how provides KALORI
with a permanent head start, which
explains its leadership position on new
developments.

The adapters for Mercedes Sprinter, VW
Crafter and Renault Master are not sufficient
to support bodywork constructors. Here, the
connection flange recently developed for the
Hyundai H350 is featured in a catalog of over
25 flanges currently active.

PCK3 : Even simpler and more economical
control panels
Going beyond the PCK2 which replaced the PCK
control plate, the PCK3 is even simpler and
economical, completing the range of control panels.
The simplest version (cable-actuated valve + 4-position switch
offering 3 fan speeds) can control any HVAC system. Ideal for an
economic and efficient installation.
The PCK3 offers a vast array of options with cable controls, electrical
proportional valves, 3-speed fan switch or PWM box control.

WATER CABLE
CONTROL

The simplest control panel for heaters and cable-controlled water valves

Control panel for A/C unit, with PWM motor fan control

Control panel for HVAC, with proportional valve control

Control panel for HVAC, with proportional water valve and PWM motor fan control

Control panel for CANBUS management of HVAC, with proportional water valve, PWM motor fan control and recycling flap

Control panel for HVAC, with electrical PTC resistor (for tower cranes, electric vehicles, etc.)
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New vehicle projects
How to define
the HVAC?
...Or how a story of a wise old man, some big pebbles
and a jar can help you make the right choices, to better
organize your work to identify priorities and in the end,
drive your new vehicle project effectively.

T

he question of comfort must be asked as far upstream as possible.
Even if KALORI pays special attention to the compact size of units,
an efficient AC system does occupy plenty of space. Air diffusion
ducts also take up space to ensure comfort and de-misting functions.

Call KALORI now to set your next cab project
in motion!

You will probably know the story where the wise old man who shows his
students that to put sand, gravel and pebbles in a jar, you need to start
with the pebbles.
Well, consider that the HVAC unit and the air diffusion ducts are the
same large pebbles, but in a vehicle. So the HVAC system must be chosen
before you start selecting other, smaller components. This will prevent
you from producing average performance levels in terms of comfort,
due to a lack of space, which is a cause for user dissatisfaction. They
bought an air-conditioned vehicle, so expect a certain level of comfort.
Especially when the weather is hot.
If in your opinion, these volumes do not justify a specific analysis
involving a specific development process such as APQP, PPAP, FMECA
etc., your cab will nonetheless undergo a thermal analysis to define the
power of your HVAC system.
KALORI will deliver a report on the possible options for your air
conditioning, using a SIMULKA® simulation, with observations on the
yields produced. The compromises required for integration can therefore
be analyzed in terms of performance.

KALORI engineers will get working on component integration as soon as the
3D image of the cab is received.

2018 extension: a new building for a new dimension
2018 will see the construction of a 1,200 m² storage building in addition to the existing 7,300 m². The new extension
will offer the possibility of redeploying the assembly areas by creating new production lines, dedicated to “heavy”
products in particular. To optimize this opportunity, production flows were re-analyzed to ensure their optimization.
Naturally, the precepts of Lean Manufacturing are a guiding light for the approach.
Receiving, component
storage and production

Canteen

Production,
Offices

Thermoset process

Production

New 1,200 m²
storage
building

Dispatch
Prototyping workshop
Test lab
Temperature-controlled
chambers
Testing section
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HVAC + pressurization for mixers

F

or self-propelled mixers, ready-made and tried and tested
solutions exist, delivering optimal comfort without long and
costly development.

A variety of installation options are available, whether under-seat,
under-cab or in the ceiling.

The Falkon and the MK1
solutions are highly
appreciated in this type
of cab.
The accessory catalog
enables us to build a full
solution (from the control
panel to compressors,
condensers, all the way to
the defrosting grille, etc.).

The inclusion of pressurization is a clear benefit to protect the cab
from surrounding dust.
Our proposals are delivered in 3D, in the file sent to the KALORI
Design office.
The appreciable time savings leave the constructor more resources
to develop the rest of the vehicle.

Falkon
horizontal
evaporator

MK1 vertical
multi-direction evaporator
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Louvers, Grilles & Accessories

A comprehensive, functional and stylish range for an efficient air diffusion.

